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I. INTRODUCTION

From the revolutionary protests defining the Arab Spring to riots spreading over Greater London to waves of criminal flash mobs occurring across the United States, 2011 was a tumultuous year for free assembly and the mobile technology that supports it. A recent report by the Pew Research Center reveals that in the United States, 83% of adults own some kind of mobile phone, with 51% of respondents saying they used their phone to get information needed right away.\(^1\) Similarly in the United Kingdom, 92% of adults personally own or use a mobile phone.\(^2\) In Egypt, mobile penetration, measured as the number of active mobile phone numbers within Egypt’s population as of December 2011, was 102.76%.\(^3\) Given the prevalence and increasing functionality of mobile phones in the world today, it is not surprising to see such a high number of consumers rely on their mobile phones for communication and information of all sorts. This reliance on communication has come to include information relating to planned protests, whether for peaceful demonstration or criminal activity. In response to recent civil


disturbance and political unrest, governments around the world have considered strategies targeted to limiting these kinds of communications in an attempt to prevent or mitigate the damages resulting from large groups of individuals gathering upon a designated space for a designated purpose. Most controversial is the idea of silencing the dissent before it even occurs by way of preemptive mobile service shutdown.

This note examines recent events in which the issue of preemptive mobile service shutdown has arisen. First, this note looks at the riots that unfolded in London in which BlackBerry Messenger and other social media sites were blamed for fueling the behavior of the rioters. Second, this note examines the recent flash mobs occurring in the United States and a decision by the Bay Area Rapid Transit to cut cellular service to its underground station in the wake of a planned protest. Third, this note reviews a much stronger approach taken by the Egyptian government during the revolution demanding the overthrow of President Hosni Mubarak, in which all mobile phone and Internet services were cut. Fourth, by comparing and contrasting these events and the community reactions following them, this note considers the legal and human rights issues that U.S. government entities should account for in the future development of U.S. mobile shutdown policies. Finally, this note considers an approach proposed by the California legislature and evaluates whether such an approach strikes the right balance between maintaining the nation's interest in national security and preserving individuals' rights to privacy and autonomy.

II. RIOTS IN LONDON

Following recent widespread riots, the U.K. government has had the task of deciding how best to deal with utilization of mobile technology during times of civil unrest. An initial proposal to preemptively stop communication in anticipation of mobile-fueled rioting was met with resistance, as citizens and government officials alike try to find a balance between the nation's interest in national security and individual privacy and autonomy.

A. The Spark in Tottenham: How the London Riots Unfolded

On August 6, 2011, a peaceful vigil was held in Tottenham, North London, for Mark Duggan, a man shot by police two days earlier
during a vehicle stop. While the Independent Police Complaints Commission, an independent organization responsible for investigating allegation of police misconduct in England and Wales, automatically began an investigation into the police shooting, many civilians demanded answers surrounding the shooting, calling for justice for a victim of alleged police brutality. Unrest soon unraveled into violence as a group who had gathered outside Tottenham police station set two patrol cars and a double-decker bus on fire. Protests swelled, local shops were looted, and petrol bombs were thrown at police and buildings. The protest that took place that night, and in particular the feelings of injustice and frustration surrounding Mr. Duggan’s death, became a catalyst for four days of rioting throughout the city of London and beyond. As the riots escalated, social media sites Twitter and Facebook, and mobile instant messaging service Blackberry Messenger (BBM), received criticism for their perceived role in facilitating illegal activity. In all, 48,000 businesses suffered financial losses and five individuals were killed in the riots. As of November 2011, the Association of Chief Police Officers estimated
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costs for policing the disorder to be around £89.827 million (roughly $138 million), not including compensation for claims of loss by individuals filed under the Riot (Damages) Act 1886. On August 11, U.K. Prime Minister David Cameron recalled Parliament, at that time on a summer break, for an emergency debate.

B. Calls to Suspend BlackBerry Instant Messaging and Hints of a Social Media Clampdown

BlackBerry Messenger is a concern for law enforcement and government officials given the prevalence of BlackBerry usage by British teens, and the security and ease the phone provides. At the time of the riots, approximately thirty-seven percent of British teens owned a BlackBerry handset, providing them with BlackBerry Messenger (BBM). BBM allows users to send free messages to individuals and to send messages to all their contacts simultaneously. Though tight encryption is limited to BlackBerrys tied to corporate networks and not on BlackBerrys sold to individuals, the belief remained that individuals were using the BlackBerry as a tool for coordinating activity, allowing looters to stay one step ahead of a thinly spread police force. David Lammy, Member of Parliament for Tottenham, in a plea for the suspension of BBM, identified BBM as the reason that criminals were outfoxing the police force, noting that encryption prevented access for the police.

Speaking before the House of Commons, U.K. Prime Minister Cameron condemned the actions of the rioters, accepting no excuses.
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for the criminality of their acts. Cameron then hinted at a possible preemptive strategy for future protests:

Everyone watching these horrific actions will be struck by how they were organized via social media. Free flow of information can be used for good, but it can also be used for ill, so we are working with the police, the intelligence services and industry to look at whether it would be right to stop people communicating via these websites and services when we know they are plotting violence, disorder and criminality.17

Acting Metropolitan Police Commissioner Tim Godwin also appeared before the Home Affairs Committee, stating: “I contemplated seeking the authority to switch [social media sites] off. The legality of that is very questionable. We did not request that it was turned off but it is something we are pursuing as part of our investigative strategy.”18

C. Shutting Down Mobile Services in Times of Civil Disturbance

U.K. law does not directly address whether it is permissible for the government to preemptively shut down mobile services in the context of the type of riots that occurred. Some existing law, however, guides the analysis.


As a founding member of the Council of Europe, the United Kingdom ratified the European Convention on Human Rights on

---


March 8, 1951. Any law that the U.K. government seeks to establish or rely on to support a right to suspend mobile service in anticipation of protests or criminal activity must therefore comply with Article 8 of the ECHR. Article 8 provides:

(1) Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life, his home and his correspondence.

(2) There shall be no interference by a public authority with the exercise of this right except such as is in accordance with the law and is necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national security, public safety or the economic well-being of the country, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection of health or morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others.

Consistent with Article 8, the British Home Office, the ministerial department responsible for security and accountable policing within the U.K., recognizes that in the case of communication interception, data should be acquired only under strict safeguards and the interception must not unduly interfere with individual privacy or civil liberties.

The Human Rights Act 1998 (Human Rights Act), an Act of the United Kingdom Parliament “giving further effect to the right[s] and freedoms guaranteed under the ECHR,” also establishes the right to freedom of expression. Article 10 provides that “everyone has the right to freedom of expression. This right shall include freedom to hold opinions and to receive and impart information and ideas
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without interference by public authority and regardless of frontiers."\textsuperscript{24} This freedom, however, may be subject to limitations when such limitations are prescribed by law and necessary for interests, such as national security, public safety, or the prevention of disorder or crime.\textsuperscript{25} Likewise, Article 11 establishes that everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and association, subject to the same limitations mentioned for Article 10.\textsuperscript{26}


In recognition of individual privacy and civil liberties, the Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000 (RIPA), an Act of Parliament, limits the point at which communications transmitted by a public postal service or public communication system can be obtained, the extent of the communications that may be revealed, and who may obtain that information.\textsuperscript{27} The Act requires public authorities, including police and government departments, to obtain private information in a way that is necessary, proportionate, and compatible with human rights.\textsuperscript{28} RIPA allows for the interception of a communication sent by a telecommunications system, but authorization has to flow from a warrant issued by the Secretary of State.\textsuperscript{29} Disclosure of that information may also be obtained so long as it falls within the scope of the warrant.\textsuperscript{30} The Secretary of State is not to issue a warrant unless it is deemed necessary for reasons that may include the interest of national security or for the purpose of preventing or detecting serious harm.\textsuperscript{31} Furthermore, the conduct authorized by the warrant must be proportionate to what is sought to
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be achieved by that conduct.\textsuperscript{32} In addition, an interception warrant must name or describe either one person as the subject of the warrant, or single set of premises, or a location, related to the planned interception.\textsuperscript{33} The data obtained through interception or disclosure may include traffic data and additional information outside of the content of the communication.\textsuperscript{34} This traffic data, when coupled with other sources of information, such as closed-circuit television images, allows law enforcement to identify culprits.\textsuperscript{35}


Beyond interception and disclosure permitted under RIPA, two additional Acts of Parliament allow for certain constraints on communication. The Civil Contingencies Act 2004 provides for broad powers in times of emergency. Under the Act, the Queen is allowed to make regulations when an event or situation threatens serious damage to human welfare, causing loss of human life, human injury or illness, or damage to property.\textsuperscript{36} In times of emergency, regulations may be made to prohibit, or enable the prohibition of, assemblies of a specified kind, place, or time.\textsuperscript{37} No regulation, however, may amend the Human Rights Act 1998.\textsuperscript{38}

The Communications Act 2003 allows the Secretary of State to require suspension or restriction of a person’s entitlement to provide an electronic communications network or electronic communications service.\textsuperscript{39} The Secretary of State may require the Office of Communications to issue a direction to the person (“the relevant provider”) to comply with the Secretary of State’s order that such
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networks or services be suspended or restricted. In giving this direction, the Secretary of State must have reasonable grounds for believing that it is necessary to do so to either protect the public from any threat to public safety or public health, or to do so in the interest of national security.

D. Moving Forward: Home Affairs Committee Meets with Law Enforcement and Social Media Representatives

An observation commonly noted by local police following the London riots was the positive and productive use of social media during the time of disturbance. While social media sites, especially BBM, were heavily blamed as facilitators, many users also used the communication tools as a way to avoid the escalating situation, alert others of their safety, and later coordinate cleanup efforts. In addition, law enforcement used social media to reach citizens quickly, informing them of the dangerous situation that was unfolding. According to law enforcement, social media played a role in more easily identifying and targeting suspected criminals.

Because of the benefits social media sites confer on law enforcement, authorities acknowledge that, on balance, a suspension would perhaps not be the best option in times of civil unrest. Boris Johnson, Mayor of London, and Tim Godwin, Acting Commissioner of the Metropolitan Police State, consider the shutting down of social media sites, including BBM, not to be a net positive. A shutdown
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prevents the accumulation of intelligence otherwise gathered through the monitoring of BBM conversations. The loss of civil liberties, in Mr. Johnson's opinion, would outweigh any gain in security. Similarly, MP David Lammy who had earlier called for a suspension on BBM, restated his concern that police be on top of intelligence, but admitted he called for the suspension in the heat of the moment. Mr. Lammy acknowledged that police were able to get order without the suspension. Research in Motion (RIM), the company behind the BlackBerry, also acknowledged the dual role of BBM communication. Stephen Bates, RIM Managing Director for the U.K. and Ireland, articulated RIM's view to the Home Office that communications in general are a force for good, but also recognized that certain exceptional circumstances may call for a shutdown. Such circumstances would call for a test requiring a high threshold of necessity and proportionality, a number of checks and balances procedurally in place, and a framework for accountability after the decision.

Although initially blamed substantially for the instigation and facilitation of the riots in London, the actual influence of social media sites and BBM remains questionable. Although one study found a majority of U.K. adults in support of a shutdown should future riots occur, the Home Office and U.K. Government have since backed
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away from their earlier suggestion. In moving forward, the government’s focus now appears to be on enhancing law enforcement’s own use of social media.

III. U.S. Flash Mobs and the Preemptive Shutdown of Mobile Service by Bay Area Rapid Transit

The decision to shut down social media and mobile networks in the face of civil unrest is a decision also being considered, and in one case implemented, by communities across the United States in the wake of violent flash mobs and organized protests. Like the U.K. government, the U.S. government must balance the need for security with the need for privacy, paying particular attention to preserving the guarantee of free assembly under the First Amendment.

A. Utilization of Mobile Phones for “Flash Mobs” in Philadelphia and Cleveland Heights

A growing concern for communities across the United States is the occurrence of violent flash mobs. These flash mobs occur as youth use cell phones and social media sites to coordinate large influxes of individuals into a designated space for violent or criminal purposes. In Philadelphia, a July 29, 2011 flash mob, consisting of twenty to forty teens, assaulted and robbed pedestrians, resulting in the imposition of a strict curfew on youths under the age of eighteen in certain parts of the city. And in Cleveland Heights, Ohio, a flash mob on June 26, 2011, resulted in thousands of youths congregating at the Coventry Home Affairs Committee, Policing Large Scale Disorder, 2011, H.C. 1456-II, at 34-35 (U.K.) (question 229 of Rt. Hon. Theresa May MP).
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54 A flash mob is defined as a group of people summoned (as by email or text message) to a designated location at a specified time to perform an indicated action before dispersing. Merriam-Webster Dictionary, http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/flash%20mob.

Street Fair, intimidating patrons. Based on the activity in Cleveland Heights and similar activity in Shaker Heights, Ohio, the Cleveland City Council proposed a solution, in the form of an ordinance, criminalizing the use of social media to plan a riot or other disturbance. In the wake of the flash mobs, the Cleveland City Council unanimously approved the ordinance, but it was later vetoed by Mayor Frank Jackson who questioned the ordinance's constitutionality. An additional ordinance became law, however, making it a crime to incite a riot by way of an electronic media device when information from that device, obtained pursuant to law, indicates that the device was intended for criminal use. Questions remain over the constitutionality of such legislation in the face of the First Amendment.

B. Preemptive Mobile Service Shutdown by Bay Area Rapid Transit

On August 11, 2011, the same day U.K. Prime Minister David Cameron recalled Parliament for an emergency debate regarding the ensuing London riots, a planned protest occurred in San Francisco. The protest was in response to a fatal shooting by a Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) police officer of an individual believed to have been armed with a knife. With knowledge that organizers would be using mobile devices to coordinate this protest, BART temporarily shut
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down wireless and cellular service at its underground stations. The primary concern cited by BART authorities was customer safety.

BART offers underground cell phone coverage through arrangements with larger mobile service providers and use of mobile service repeaters. By shutting down the mobile service repeaters, BART was able to cut mobile service underground by powering down their own equipment, though cellular service still operated above the station. The shutdown drew sharp criticism from media groups and individuals, and an emergency petition was filed before the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). On December 1, 2011, the FCC began an investigation of the activities, and later sought public comments on the permissibility of wireless service interruptions.
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1. Examining the Legality of BART’s Actions

While U.S. cell phone service has been cut previously in anticipation of emergency terrorist activity, BART’s actions represent the first known U.S. incident of a preemptive mobile shutdown to silence dissent. Some courts have held that telephone companies and other public utilities may properly refuse service that would be used for a patently illegal purpose, or for public nuisance. Any such refusal, however, would have to be based upon the public utility’s own established knowledge that its services are being used for illegal purposes; mere suspicion is not enough. In addition, the Supreme Court of California has held that a police-instigated discontinuation of telephone service requires authorities, at a minimum, to obtain “prior authorization to secure the termination of service by satisfying an impartial tribunal that they have probable cause to act, in a manner reasonably comparable to a proceeding before a magistrate to obtain a search warrant.”

Federal law likewise reflects the importance of assuring individual access to telephone services. Any shutdown would have to be consistent with the Communication Act of 1934, so-called “Standard Operating Procedure 303”, and, of course, the First Amendment.

a. Communications Act of 1934

BART’s arrangement with mobile service providers allows service to be used underground. In providing telecommunications service, whether as a common carrier, or when acting as an agent for the
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73 Pike, 263 Ala. at 61; see also Hatteras v. Southwestern Bell Tel. Co., 774 F.2d 1341, 1343 (5th Cir. 1985) (assuming without deciding that Plaintiff’s telephone service was a protectable property interest which could not be minimized).

common carrier, a provider is subject to restrictions imposed by the 
Federal Communications Commission under the Communications Act 
of 1934. Service cannot be discontinued or impaired without first 
obtaining a certificate from the Commission stating, "neither present 
nor future public convenience and necessity will be adversely 
affected." The Commission may, however, authorize a temporary or 
emergency discontinuance upon appropriate request. Absent such 
authority, regardless of whether BART is classified as a common 
carrier, an agent of a common carrier, or a third party, BART would be 
subject to the restriction in § 333 that "no person shall willfully or 
maliciously interfere with or cause interference to any radio 
communications of any station licensed or authorized by or under" the 
Act. As a consequence, unless it obtained prior authorization, BART 
could be liable under § 333 for interference with service provided by 
all wireless carriers whose customers were affected by a BART 
decision to shut down its underground mobile service repeaters.

b. Standard Operating Procedure 303

On July 10, 2005, following the terrorist attacks in London, the 
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey and The Metropolitan 
Transportation Authority temporarily suspended mobile phone 
service in four underground tunnels. Recognizing the need for the 
codification of such a security power, the National Communications 
System, an agency within the U.S. Department of Homeland Security 
that is responsible for coordinating and planning national security and 
emergency preparedness communications, approved in 2006 a
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protocol proposed by government and private sector entities.\textsuperscript{81} This protocol, Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) 303 “Emergency Wireless Protocols,” addresses the shutdown and restoration process available to commercial and private wireless networks in the event of a national crisis.\textsuperscript{82} Under SOP 303, wireless network connections can be terminated both within a localized area and within an entire metropolitan area.\textsuperscript{83} The decision to shut down service is made by “State Homeland Security Advisors, their designees, or representatives of the Department of Homeland Security Operations Center.”\textsuperscript{84} Any such decision must be deemed a necessary action by the National Coordinating Center for Telecommunications (NCC),\textsuperscript{85} who notifies carriers in the affected area of the decision to shut down service.\textsuperscript{86} While this mobile shutdown power has been used in the past, the details surrounding its use remain somewhat vague.\textsuperscript{87} As
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knowledge of the procedure has spread, many have questioned the constitutionality of the process. 88

c. First Amendment Concerns with Shutting Down Mobile Service

An overriding concern in any government-initiated shutdown of mobile services in anticipation of protest is impeding individuals' free speech and assembly rights under the First Amendment. The First Amendment provides: "Congress shall make no law . . . abridging the freedom of speech . . . or the right of people peaceably to assemble." 89 Under certain conditions, however, speech and the right to assemble may be limited.

One restraint the government may exercise, as determined by the Supreme Court in Brandenburg v. Ohio, is to "forbid or proscribe advocacy of the use of force or of law violation except where such advocacy is directed to inciting or producing imminent lawless action and is likely to incite or produce such action." 90 BART authorities assert they first learned of the planned August 11 demonstration the week of August 8 along with information about individuals' plans to conduct lawless action, with organization being coordinated by way of cell phones. 91 Moving forward, BART's new policy now allows for an interruption of operation when:

there is strong evidence of imminent lawless activity that threatens the safety of District passengers, employees, and other members of the public, the destruction of District property, or the substantial disruption of public transit services; ... the interruption will substantially reduce the likelihood of such unlawful activity; ... such interruption is essential to protect the safety of District passengers, employees and other
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members of the public, the destruction of District property, or the substantial disruption of public transit services; and such interruption is narrowly tailored to those areas and time periods necessary to protect against the unlawful activity.92

BART’s primary justification for its August 2011 action was passenger safety. But, critics have pointed out that the ubiquitous use of cell phones also promotes public safety by providing a means for passengers to contact emergency services and allowing communication to friends and family in times of distress.93 The amended policy adopted by BART acknowledges serious risks to public safety that may occur with interruption of cellular service, and states that such an interruption would be a temporary one.94 On its face, this new policy appears to be a move in a direction more in line with the underlying purposes of the First Amendment.

Whether BART’s policy will prove constitutional as applied—a critical issue regarding the constitutionality of any preemptive shutdown of mobile service—is the legal status of the speech forum that will be consequently affected. Public forums, areas traditionally available for public expression or otherwise actively created for public expression by the government, are areas in which speech is highly protected.95 Traditional public forums are those places “which ‘by long tradition or government fiat have been devoted to assembly and debate.’”96 Restrictions on speech based on content, made within a public forum, must be narrowly drawn to achieve a compelling state interest.97 Content-neutral limits on speech can be imposed within a public forum through so-called time, place, and manner restrictions if
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they are narrowly tailored, serve a significant government interest, and leave open sufficient alternative channels of communication. 98

Whether BART stations count as public forums for purposes of constitutional analysis is uncertain. In International Society for Krishna Consciousness v. Lee, the Supreme Court held that an airport terminal operated by a public authority was a non-public forum, noting that airports, unlike traditional public forums, have not historically been made available for speech activity. 99 In differentiating between public and non-public forums, the Court recognized that property separated from acknowledged public areas may serve to indicate to the public that the property is “a special enclave, subject to greater restrictions.”100

In the case of BART, its underground stations are open only to paying customers and cell phone use at these stations is a relatively new phenomenon. For these reasons, it is possible that BART’s underground stations would be perceived by courts as similar to the airport terminal found to be a non-public forum in International Society for Krishna Consciousness v. Lee, thus requiring only that limitations on speech be reasonable and viewpoint-neutral. 101

Finally, in situations such as BART’s where national security is not the primary concern, issues of prior restraint may be raised. An action preemptively shutting down communications technology for the express purpose of impeding speech could conceivably be classified as a prior restraint. Prior restraints include “administrative . . . orders forbidding certain communications when issued in advance of the time that such communications are to occur.” 102 It is not clear whether courts would view a temporary shutdown of mobile service, which would not be explicitly targeting specific speech acts, as falling within this rubric. If it does, however, the Supreme Court has held prior restraints to be permissible only if certain procedural safeguards are
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in place. Drawing an analogy to the safeguards required when
government seeks to require speakers to pre-clear their proposed
speech with a government censor, it may be that an agency proposing
to shut down communications services would have to institute judicial
proceedings, as least when practicable in advance, to confirm the
constitutionality of its initiative. Because prior restraints carry a
strong presumption against validity, such a judicial procedure, if
required, would place a heavy burden of justification on the proposing
agency.

IV. EGYPT’S PLIGHT AND THE ARAB SPRING

One of the most extreme examples of preemptive mobile service
shutdowns occurred in Egypt during the Arab Spring. During a period
of public protest, both Internet and mobile services were cut in an
attempt to control citizen uprising.

A. The Beating of Khaled Said and the Tahrir Square Protests

In June 2010, Khaled Said was dragged from an Internet café in
Alexandria, Egypt, and beaten to death by two police officers. Members of Said’s family attributed Said’s attack and death to Said’s
posting of a video purporting to show law enforcement officers
dividing up narcotics and cash acquired in an earlier drug bust. Meanwhile, police maintain that, upon seeing police officers, Said
swallowed a bag of drugs, resulting in suffocation. At the time of the
beating, tension existed throughout Egypt over repeated claims of
crime and corruption, ongoing suppression of political dissent,

107 Id.
and arbitrary detention justified by government officials under existing emergency law provisions.108

Pictures of Said’s bruised and disfigured face circulated online, causing outrage among civilians and resulting in the January 25, 2011 protest, which led to the toppling of Hosni Mubarak’s thirty-year reign over Egypt.109 Thousands marched on Tahrir Square in Cairo, and protest organizers relied heavily on social media outlets for coordinating activities.110 Beginning on January 28, in the hope of restricting information and subduing protest, the Egyptian government ordered all Internet service providers (ISPs) to shut down connectivity, though one remained online.111 A short time later, mobile communications were also shut off.112

Five days later, following Mubarak’s refusal to step down from office, and with over a million protestors defying a government-ordered curfew, services were at least partially restored.113 In a change of tactics, Egyptian officials were assigned to send customers pro-government text messages, including details of a rally in support of Mubarak.114

B. Legality of Mubarak’s Orders

At the time of the 2011 Egyptian protests, Egypt’s Constitution acknowledged individual freedom as a natural right, with restrictions on free movement “permitted only by an order necessitated by
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investigations and the preservation of public security."\textsuperscript{115} Citizen rights were further protected by a guarantee of secrecy for telephone calls\textsuperscript{116} and a right to peaceful and unarmed assembly within the limits of the law.\textsuperscript{117} These rights could be limited only under a declared state of emergency. Under then-existing law, the President of the Republic could proclaim a state of emergency to be submitted to, and approved by, the People's Assembly.\textsuperscript{118} Any declared state of emergency was supposed to be for a limited period of time unless otherwise permitted by the Assembly.\textsuperscript{119}

Orders to shut down the Internet and mobile services were executed under Egypt's Emergency Law No. 162. Since being reenacted in 1981, the law has regularly been renewed.\textsuperscript{120} In general, the law provided the executive extensive power to "suspend basic rights by prohibiting demonstrations, censoring newspapers, monitoring personal communications, and detaining people indefinitely without charge."\textsuperscript{121} Among the powers granted during this state of emergency was the power of the President to "monitor and seize all publications, advertisements, announcements, or other means of disseminating information."\textsuperscript{122} The decision to shut down mobile service during protests fell within these powers, but the duration of the law appears to have violated international law under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), of which Egypt is a member. ICCPR Article 4 allows for emergency measures, but requires such measures to be consistent with


\textsuperscript{116} \textit{Id.} at art. 45.

\textsuperscript{117} \textit{Id.} at art. 54.

\textsuperscript{118} \textit{Id.} at art. 148.

\textsuperscript{119} \textit{Id.}


\textsuperscript{122} Emergency Law No. 162 of 1958, Art. 3(2).
obligations under international law. This means that, before invoking Article 4, “the situation must amount to a public emergency which threatens the life of the nation, and the State party must have officially proclaimed a state of emergency.”

In May 2011, an Egyptian administrative court fined Mubarak $34 million for cutting mobile and Internet services and “causing damage to the national economy.” The state reserved the right to increase the amount over the following year to compensate for any increase in damages.

V. COMPARING GLOBAL RESPONSES TO SILENCING DISSENT

The events that have occurred in the U.K., U.S., and Egypt, and the community reactions following them, help to highlight the legal and human rights issues that should be accounted for in the future development of U.S. mobile shutdown policies.

A. Affirming the National Commitment to Human Rights

The proposed shutdown of social media by U.K. Prime Minster David Cameron, the actual shutdown of mobile service by BART officials, and the complete shutdown of mobile services by the Egyptian government, were all met with understandable backlash from civilians, pro-democracy groups, the media, and the social media companies themselves. This response was driven in part by the inconsistency of each shutdown with each respective country’s supposed stance on human rights.


125 For a discussion of the history and purposes of the emergency rule in Egypt, see Sadiq Reza, Endless Emergency: The Case of Egypt, 10 New Crim. L. Rev. 532 (2007).


The U.K. and the U.S. laws are guided by concerns over human rights and privacy, as protected by the European Convention on Human Rights and the United States Constitution. At the time of the Arab Spring, Egyptian law was also governed by a Constitution that acknowledged the importance of individual freedom of expression and assembly. Egypt’s human rights record has been strongly criticized, in no small part because of the existence of emergency law and Mubarak’s brutal governance were at odds with these commitments.128

Mubarak’s decision to cut Internet and mobile service and preserve the emergency law likewise drew criticism from both the U.S. and the U.K. United States Secretary of State Hillary Clinton urged Egypt to repeal its emergency law,129 while both U.S. President Obama and U.K. Prime Minister Cameron called for the Egyptian government to respond to grievances from the Egyptian people, maintaining that it was “essential for Egyptian people to be able to exercise their rights of free assembly and expression.”130 On April 23, 2012, President Obama reinforced U.S. opposition toward restrictions on assembly and speech through an executive order allowing U.S. officials to impose sanctions against foreign nationals found to have used new technologies to help carry out grave human rights abuses.131 While the order was directed at individuals aiding the Iranian and Syrian government through use of cell phone tracking and Internet monitoring, “administration officials say it could be expanded in the future to include other

---


countries using technology to crack down on dissent." If the U.S. is to avoid charges of inconsistency between its foreign and domestic policies, its stance on shutting down communications services during times of protest must adhere to the free speech values it urges on other nations.

B. Weighing Alternative Means of Control and Established Policies for Information Access

A preemptive mobile shutdown blocks communication between dissenters, but it also blocks communication between third parties, law enforcement, and 911 emergency services. Following the U.K. riots, law enforcement and political leaders acknowledged the usefulness of mobile technology for both the identification of suspects and prevention of escalating harm, and for use by citizens themselves in maintaining safety and keeping information flowing. Cutting cell phone service completely for the purpose of security may consequently have the unintended effect of creating a more dangerous environment.

Yet law enforcement authorities argue they must have tools at their disposal to control unruly crowds who threaten serious damage to persons and property. When possible, law enforcement should be able to stop activities that threaten serious social harm and gather the information needed to charge anyone culpable for the unlawful infliction of such harm.

Even in the face of public emergencies, however, complete mobile shutdowns should be avoided, if possible, in favor of less draconian, more precisely targeted measures. The U.S. and U.K. have processes in place that allow electronic surveillance upon a judicial finding of probable cause and a particularization of targets. When such surveillance information is collected and pieced together, law enforcement officials can then connect the dots, linking individuals to criminal activities. Ongoing surveillance information also allows law enforcement to mobilize their own forces to respond to continuing illegal activity. If safety is the main justification for shutting down communications service, the end goal might also be obtained by increasing police presence at planned protests or demonstrations.133

132 Id.

133 Another alternative to curb civil unrest is the use of curfews. Curfews are just as likely as mobile shutdowns, however, to be over inclusive, applying to many more people than those who would be involved in disruptive behavior. And, unlike a communications shutdown, curfews may be easy to evade.
C. A Promising Path Forward: California Senate Bill 1160

A recent approach worth analyzing is the approach adopted in California Senate Bill 1160 (SB 1160), a bill introduced by California State Senator Alex Padilla and enacted unanimously by the California legislature in 2012. Although vetoed by Governor Jerry Brown as “too restrictive,” the bill actually strikes a thoughtful balance between law enforcement needs and the public’s free speech and privacy interests. Citing BART’s action as an impetus for the bill, the legislation would prohibit a government entity, or provider of communications service acting at the request of a government entity, “from intentionally interrupting communication service for the purpose of protecting public safety or preventing use of the service for an illegal purpose, except pursuant to a court order signed by a judicial officer.”\textsuperscript{134} The court order would have to be based on the following findings:

\begin{itemize}
  \item[(A)] That probable cause exists that the service is being or will be used for an unlawful purpose or to assist in a violation of the law.
  \item[(B)] That absent immediate and summary action to interrupt communications service, serious, direct, immediate, and irreparable danger to public safety will result.
  \item[(C)] That the interruption of communications service is narrowly tailored to prevent unlawful infringement of speech that is protected by the First Amendment to the United States Constitution or Section 2 of Article I of the California Constitution, or violate any other rights under federal or state law.\textsuperscript{135}
\end{itemize}

Furthermore, interruption would be authorized only for as long as is reasonably necessary.\textsuperscript{136} In cases of extreme emergency where there


\textsuperscript{135} Senate Bill 1160, at (b)(1).

\textsuperscript{136} Id. at (b)(3).
might be insufficient time to obtain a court order, communications service could be interrupted, so long as the governmental entity responsible for interrupting the service applied for a court order no later than six hours after the commencement of the interruption. 137

Senate Bill 1160 seeks to preserve individuals’ rights to expression and assembly—human rights issues recognized by the U.S., U.K., and Egypt—while at the same time recognizing that under extreme emergency situations, national security and public safety concerns may render a temporary interruption necessary. While this proposed approach is much more favorable to free speech and assembly than the policy originally adopted by BART, there are several respects upon which it could appropriately be made even more protective of free speech values.

First, although SB 1160 expressly requires that judicial orders be tailored within the limits of the First Amendment, it would be appropriate for legislation such as this to be more specific with regard to the “narrow tailoring” requirement. Consistent with the First Amendment analysis above, the law should be drafted to minimize the possibility that courts would permit indiscriminate shutdowns of service where conventional policing would be adequate to protect public safety, or where law enforcement objectives could be effectively met by targeting surveillance at persons directly linked to unlawful activity. The legislation should require an agency applying for shutdown authority to document the inadequacy of such measures.

Also, in keeping with the realizations that shutdowns might appropriately be viewed as a kind of prior restraint on speech, any legislation that authorizes the shutdown of mobile service should explicitly state that the government bears the burden of proving that an application meets constitutional standards. Courts should not be allowed to infer that the mere prospect of public protest raises “serious, direct, immediate, and irreparable danger to public safety.” An application for mobile service shutdown should have to provide the court a confident basis that, on facts specific to the public assembly authorities anticipate, danger of that magnitude may reasonably be expected.

VI. CONCLUSION

Mobile communication is an important part of life for millions of individuals and, recently, we have seen a rise in the use of mobile

\[\text{Id. at (d)(2)(A).}\]
phones as a coordination tool for political activity, including public protests. In the face of an emergency, it is tempting for governments to push for communication shutdowns to resolve the crisis at hand. But, as has already been discussed, such a shutdown blocks all communication and may leave individuals more vulnerable. While mobile communication may be used for ill means, we have also seen the important role it plays in encouraging democratic change, as shown through the uprising in Egypt. When considering the importance our society places on the free flow of speech, and the necessity and expectation of immediate communication, a complete shutdown of mobile service is an undesirable choice as a means to silence dissent, and one that is out of step with the fundamental rights guaranteed to the American people.